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Abstract  

Water systems often contain complex macromolecular systems that absorb light.  In marine environments, 

these light absorbing components are often at the air-water interface and can participate in the chemistry 

of the atmosphere in ways that are poorly understood. Understanding the photochemistry and photophysics 

of these systems represents a major challenge since their composition and structures are not unique. In 

this study, we present a successful microscopic model of this light absorbing macromolecular species 

termed “marine derived chromophoric dissolved organic matter” or “m-CDOM” in water. The approach taken 

involves Molecular Dynamics simulations in the ground state using on the fly Density Functional Tight-

Binding (DFTB) electronic structure theory; Time Dependent DFTB (TD-DFTB) calculations of excited 

states, and experimental measurements of the optical absorption spectra in aqueous solution. The 

theoretical hydrated model shows key features seen in the experimental data for a collected m-CDOM 

sample. As will be discussed, insights from the model are: (i) the low-energy A-band (at 410 nm) is due to 

the carbon chains combined with the diol- and the oxy- groups present in the structure; (ii) the weak B-band 

(at 320-360 nm) appears due to the contribution of ionized speciated form of m-CDOM and; (iii) the higher-

energy C-band (at 280 nm) is due to the two fused ring system. Thus, this is a two-speciated formed model. 

Although a relatively simple system, these calculations represent an important step in understanding light 
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absorbing compounds found in nature and the search for other microscopic models of related materials 

remains of major interest.  

 

I. Introduction 

 

Aquatic dissolved organic matter, or DOM, is the largest reservoir of reduced carbon in the world 

(comparable in weight amount to atmospheric CO2).1–5 Production of marine DOM (m-DOM) occurs largely 

near the ocean surface, where the microbial loop and run off from terrestrial sources result in a large 

diversity of compounds and properties.6,7 This m-DOM can be concentrated at the surface by up to nearly 

ten-fold and is defined as dissolved organic material that can pass through a 0.2 um filter. 8–12 The diverse 

and dynamic makeup of m-DOM, such as those of structurally unknown fatty acids, proteins, and 

macromolecular species, makes characterizing DOM across environments notoriously difficult.13 It was 

shown that the concentration, pH, ionic strength, and nature of the counter-ion influence the size and shape 

of the dissolved organic species.14–16 Overall, all these experimentally obtained information about the 

molecular characteristics (mass and size) of DOM and its fractions is very extensive, but at the same time, 

the results are strongly influenced by differences in experimental conditions and different methods do not 

give the same results. Furthermore, experimental studies have provided a detailed view of the molecular 

characteristics of it: thousands of distinct molecular formulas making up the whole of the marine DOM (m-

DOM).17–22 

 

The fraction of DOM that absorbs ultraviolet (UV) and visible light is referred to as CDOM. CDOM can be 

found in the sea surface microlayers and, more recently found also within sea spray aerosol.23–26 The 

importance of CDOM to aquatic ecosystems and its optical properties has been well established in the 

literature27–29. They are effective photosensitizers30,31 and exhibit strong absorption bands extending into 

the visible spectral region.32–41 Typically, the absorption spectrum of CDOM is characterized by a smooth 

decrease from the ultraviolet across the visible.41 These features make them responsible for the optical 

activity of natural waters in many cases and play a role in the Earth’s radiative energy balance. The 

photochemistry of CDOM has been the subject of several studies.42–44 It has been suggested that optical 

and photochemical properties of CDOM arises through electronic interactions among various 

chromophores from partially oxidized oligomeric materials.42 Further investigations of these interactions are 

very important for better understanding photochemical processes occurring in the seawater surface.43 

Additionally, it is very important to find a realistic, hydrated model system to study the structural and optical 

properties of  CDOM. A combination of experimental and theoretical approaches to investigate these 

systems may provide insights into these light absorbing compounds and their environmental relevance.   

 

Water systems contain light absorbing organic compounds that initiate photochemistry which impacts 

biogeochemical cycles and the composition of the atmosphere. However, little is known about these 
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chromophores especially those present in seawater. Theoretical study on the optical properties of CDOM 

system is insufficient. Just a few studies have been published in the literature.45,46 For example, 

hydroquinone-quinone donor-acceptor (D:A) complexes have been used as a small model system to study 

structure, energetics and Visible–UV spectra of HA.45 That these model systems provide a spectrum like 

that of natural humic acids is consistent with the model of Del Vecchio and Blough.47 The most important 

variable in determining the energy and intensity of absorption seems to be the ring–ring distance in these 

complexes. Another interesting theoretical work related to the origin of DOM optical properties was 

performed by Rosario-Ortiz and co-workers.46 In this work, three-dimensional configurations of dissolved 

organic matter (DOM) were used to study if DOM forms thermodynamically stable molecular aggregates 

that as a result were potentially shielded from water solvent molecules. Computational results showed that 

molecular aggregates are weak and dissociate when placed in organic solvents (tetrahydrofuran, methyl 

tert-butyl ether). Time-dependent density functional theory calculations demonstrated long-wavelength 

absorbance for both model DOM chromophores and their molecular aggregates.46  

 

The lack of theoretical study of these complex systems can be explained by a number of challenges: (i) the 

poorly understood and complex chemical composition; (ii) system size (very large molecules that are more 

than 120 atoms48–53) - this fact makes the calculations very difficult, especially when solvent molecules need 

to be included and; (iii) solvent effects and possible water-CDOM interactions such as deprotonation 

process can affect the simulated spectrum significantly.54 Theoretical-experimental microscopic analysis of 

the photoabsorption spectra of large system was recently demonstrated in studies by Finlayson-Pitts and 

co-workers55,56 of photochemistry of neonicotinoid films. However, for these systems, the composition and 

molecular structures were well known.  

In this work, we combine theoretical simulations by molecular dynamics using tight-binding density 

functional theory and excited state methods, with experiments that unravel important features of the optical 

spectrum of organic matter from seawater. The experimental measurements of UV-vis spectra were 

performed for m-CDOM with concentration of 100mg/Lin the solution of water at pH 4.7. The empirical data 

provide us information about the excited states, but the interpretation of these results is a complicated 

process, due to the complexity of the system. Therefore, theoretical simulation can be used to assist in the 

understanding of empirically measured spectral features and can provide useful information about: (i) 

nature of excited states; (ii) solvent effects; (iii) chromophores position, and (iv) contribution of speciated 

forms to the m-CDOM optical spectrum. Here, we provide a specific structural model for light absorbing 

DOM material in pure water. The optical absorption spectrum was calculated for m-CDOM model in the gas 

phase and with including 100 water molecules. Additionally, the ionized model of m-CDOM was simulated. 

The structural and solvent effects were investigated in the ground state. Obtained theoretical results were 

compared with experimental data for m-CDOM.  
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The approach taken employs Ab Inito Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) simulations of the ground state using 

the DFTB density functional method for the potential energy surface 57,and the TD-DFTB method for the 

excited state58.These density-functional theory methods seem capable of describing systems such as 

treated here with sufficient accuracy, while being computationally efficient. Additionally, to understand the 

role of the different groups on the optical properties of the m-CDOM, theoretical fragmentation analyses 

were completed. 

 

Here we present a molecular model and explore its detailed structure, absorption spectrum, the effects of 

solvation on the substance and the microscopic mechanisms that govern the spectroscopic properties for 

a specific macromolecular species relevant to m-CDOM. This approach taken opens the way for similar 

treatment of other types of molecular species present within the more complex m-CDOM, since the 

capability to compute large model systems has been demonstrated. This should be able to map out a very 

broad range of macromolecular species within m-CDOM and other CDOM samples, an important effort in 

future studies.  

 

II. Theoretical Model for m-CDOM. 

 

The composition analysis performed for the m-CDOM sample showed the presence of hydrogen, carbon, 

oxygen and nitrogen atoms in the structure.30 Therefore, the theoretical model should include similar 

components in the structure. The promising structure was suggested in 1997 by Seaton and co-workers.51 

They study the mechanism of the incorporation of nitrogen into m-DOM from photolyzed trilinolein. The 

structure introduced on Fig. 1a was suggested as representative model for family of related structures 

containing covalent bound nitrogen that might be formed after photolysis (Fig. 1a).51  

 

The preliminary calculations for this structure showed that optical spectrum of this neutral model is in good 

agreement with experiment even for isolate structure in a gas phase - position of obtained bands are very 

close to experimental values (Fig. S1). Therefore, in this work, the Seaton’s structure is used as a model 

system to study optical effects, allowing us to figure out which chromophoric species is contributed to the 

formation of A-, B- and C-bands. Additionally, the influence of speciated forms and solvent effects on the 

optical absorption spectrum are considered. Therefore, three model systems were considered: (i) molecule 

C48O19N1H73 in a vacuum (Fig. 1a,b), (ii) solvated molecule C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 (Fig. 1c,d), and (iii) 

ionized forms (C48O19N1H72
-)·(H2O)100 (Fig. S2). 

 

A more detailed description about theoretical approaches and the structure calculations 

performed in this work can be found in Materials and Methods.  
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Figure 1. Model system: (A) 2D structure of a model type compound within m-CDOM (C48O19N1H73); (B) 

simulated structure of the model of m-CDOM (C48O19N1H73) in gas phase. Structures (C) and (D) are 

related to the model of m-CDOM with including 100 water molecules (C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100): water 
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molecules are shown in (C) and hidden in (D). (E) Fragment of C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 with two groups -

COOH interactions. (F) Water coordination around of -COOH group. 

 

Figure 2. Experimental mass absorption coefficient spectrum of m-CDOM in aqueous solution calculated 

from the UV-Vis spectrum. Inset: The inset shows the 2nd derivative of the spectrum to better identify peaks 

A, B and C that contribute to the broad spectrum.  

 

Figure 3. The comparison experimental spectrum of a complex m-CDOM sample with total theoretical 

optical absorption spectra of gas-phase model m-CDOM component and its hydrated model. 
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III. Results and Discussion  

Experimental Data. The UV-Vis spectrum for the aqueous extracted m-CDOM is similar to that for the 

terrestrial CDOM59 with a continuous absorption increase starting from around 500 nm towards below 200 

nm. The mass absorption coefficient (μ) spectrum calculated from the UV-Vis spectrum can be seen from 

Fig. 2. There is one relatively obvious shoulder on the spectrum at around 280 nm (peak C). However, the 

second derivative curve (Fig. 2 insert) form the UV-Vis spectrum indicates there are three bands (A, B, and 

C) and the wavelength range for these bands are summarized in Table 1. 

Band A B C 

Wavelength (nm) 410 ± 20 nm 350 ± 20 nm 280 ± 3 nm 

Table 1. Experimental optical absorption spectral data for m-CDOM and absorption characteristics within 

the broad band. 

 

Comparison Theoretical and Experimental Results. In the first step, only the neutral forms C48O19N1H73 

and C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 were used for simulations of the experimental spectrum of m-CDOM in water 

media. To consider the contribution to the total optical absorption spectrum of all possible structures, MD-

DFTB trajectories were simulated for these two models. In the next step, obtained structures of along MD 

trajectories were used to calculate the total TD-DFTB optical absorption spectrum of model systems 

C48O19N1H73 and C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100. Experimental electronic absorption spectrum recorded for water 

solutions of m-CDOM were compared with theoretical spectra of C48O19N1H73 and C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 

model systems and are presented in Fig. 3. 

 

The theoretical results obtained for the hydrated neutral model C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 reproduce the 

experimental electronic A- and C- bands very well (Table 1, Fig. 3): theory gives the correct range (390-

420 nm) in accord with experiment for A-band and in the case of C-band, the difference in the position 

between theory and experiment is just 2 nm (theoretical C-band is located at 278 nm).  

The weak experimental B-band between 320-360 nm (determined by second derivative analysis) was not 

theoretically reproduced by neutral model of m-CDOM. There are no strong excitations in the 320-360 nm 

region of simulated spectrum of C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 system (Fig. S3a). However, the simulation of the 

optical spectrum of ionized forms of m-CDOM allowed us to localize the weak band in the region 300-370 

nm (Fig. S2 and S3b-d). Therefore, theoretical results showed that including the ionization process of acid 

is important to reproduce experimental spectrum. Obtained theoretical results for neutral and ionized m-

CDOM models correctly reproduce the Franck-Condon region and excited states (A-, B- and C-bands). 

Considered theoretical and experimental approaches can be applied to other systems, to get deeper 

understanding of optical and photochemical properties. 
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Solvent Effects. Molecular dynamics results demonstrated that the presence of water molecules in the 

model affects the structure of C48O19N1H73 molecule: it becomes more compact than an isolated molecule 

in the gas phase. Selected structures of C48O19N1H73 and C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 are presented in Fig. 1b-

d. Ionization of considered molecule was not detected during 15 ps in all MD trajectories.  

 

Additionally, it was detected that solvent effects play an important role to the quality of the optical spectrum 

of C48O19N1H73 molecule. Both simulated spectra (C48O19N1H73 in a gas phase and C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 

hydrated model) exhibits A- and C-bands (Fig. 3) as well as the experimental curve. However, an extra 

low-energy A’-band around 510 nm was detected for isolated C48O19N1H73 molecule in the gas phase. To 

understand the nature of this band the analysis of the structures contributed to the total theoretical optical 

spectrum was performed. It was detected that 84% of all structures do not have A’-band at 510 nm, and 

16% structures exhibit it. The main difference between these two types of structures may be related to the 

distance between two oxygens in peroxy-group R(O-O): for structures with A’-band the R(O-O)  2.0 Å, whereas 

in other cases it is much shorter and close to 1.5 Å.  

 

To test this hypothesis, we selected one structure of C48O19N1H73 molecule in the gas phase with short R(O-

O) = 1.5 Å (Fig. S4a). Then the R(O-O) distance was increased till 2.0 Å and frozen (the rest of the molecule 

atoms were relaxed), Fig. S4a. The optical absorption spectra of these two structures (R(O-O) = 1.5 and 2.0 

Å) can be found in Fig. S4b. Results confirmed that A’-band appears when distance R(O-O) increased to 2.0 

Å. Also, it was detected that the nature of LUMO orbital is different in these structures (Fig. S4c-d). The 

LUMO of structure with R(O-O) = 1.5 Å is π*-orbital, localized on the rings of the central part of the molecule 

(Fig. S4c). Whereas the structure with R(O-O) = 2.0 Å has the LUMO orbital which is delocalized on the right 

part of the molecule (Fig. S4d), and non-bonding character of this orbital can be observed in the peroxide-

fragment.  

 

It should be noted, that for the hydrated model the number of structures with distance R(O-O) closed to 2.0 

Å (and low-energy band between 450 and 600 nm) is less than 1% and they do not have a significant 

impact into the total optical spectrum. Therefore, solvent effects are very important for reproducing the 

correct optical spectra of m-CDOM. 

 

Analysis of Bands of m-CDOM Spectrum. To understand the origins of A-, B- and C-bands on the optical 

spectrum of m-CDOM, theoretical analysis of the excited states of spectral region 250-450 nm of suggested 

models were performed. The theoretical absorption spectra for these structures consist a number of weak 

and closely spaced excited states, particularly at higher energies. Therefore, to simplify the spectral 

analysis of the absorption spectrum, only the excited states with oscillator strengths higher than f ≈ 0.003 

will be considered.  
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Results showed, that orbitals involved into the formation of A- and C-bands of neutral C48O19N1H73 and 

C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 model systems are very complex (see SI, Fig. S5-6), especially for the hydrated 

system when orbitals of water molecules are also participating. Despite this, there are some similarities in 

orbital character for the C48O19N1H73 and C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100: there are π → π* transitions for the most 

part of the spectrum (Fig. 4, Fig. S5-6). The B-band (obtained for ionized structures) arises from the 

combination of n→π* and π→π* transitions. 

 

Figure 4. Example of the π → π* electron transitions in the model systems: C48O19N1H73 and 

C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100. 
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Figure 5. Calculated optical absorption spectra of different fragments of the m-CDOM molecule in gas 

phase: (A) the entire molecule; (B) carbons chains were removed; (C) amino-group was additionally 
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deleted; (D) diol- and oxy-groups near the ring were additionally removed; and (E) only two condensed 

rings were considered. 

 

Chromophores within m-CDOM. Unfortunately, it is very hard clearly to identify the roles of different atoms 

groups in the formation of bands, using only orbital analysis. To understand the contribution of different 

atoms group to the formation of spectral bands, theoretical fragmentation analysis was performed. Due to 

the fact that the B-band is very weak in the spectrum and contribution of the ionized form into the total 

optical HS spectrum is not significant, this analysis was performed only to study the nature of strongest A- 

and C- bands. One isolated structure of C48O19N1H73 in a gas phase was selected from MD trajectories. We 

choose the conformer with distance R(O-O) = 1.5 Å, to eliminate the formation of low-energy A’-band (at 

510 nm), which arises due to the steric effects between long carbon chains in a gas phase. The spectrum 

of this model is shown in Fig. 5a.  

 

Then, all carbon chains were substituted by the hydrogen atom (without further geometry optimization). The 

optical absorption spectrum of obtained structure can be found in Fig. 5b. Results showed that these groups 

influence the A-band position, which became blue-shifted for the structure without carbon chains. Absence 

of amino group (-NH2) does not affects the spectrum of this model (Fig. 5c). After diol- and oxy-groups 

were deleted, A-band disappears (Fig. 5d). Therefore, we can conclude that A-band is mainly formed by 

diol- and oxy- groups (the first detected chromophore in this molecule) together with carbon chains. 

Additionally, we detected that the central two rings are a second chromophore and responsible for the 

formation of C-band at 275 nm (Fig. 5e). 

 

In summary, although there are different points of view on the possible structure of chromophoric dissolved 

organic matter: (1) the CDOM can be considered as composed of macromolecules,51 and (2) CDOM is 

composed of aggregates of smaller species46 bonded by non-covalent interactions. In the current study, we 

investigated a single macromolecular species as a model for a large light absorbing molecule within the 

complex m-CDOM sample.   Interestingly the model showed that the fragmentation analysis, i.e.  the 

combination of the smaller fragments of this molecule, could be considered one of several possible 

successful model toward starting to understand these complex systems from a fundamental perspective. 

In future work, we are planning to perform the calculations on aggregates of fragments as well.  

Additionally, one of our future goals is developing theoretical model which include coordinating ions present 

in seawater. The ions are expected to interact with m-CDOM,60 which can impact the optical and 

photochemical properties. Taking the seawater ions into account can make the marine system models more 

representative and further the goal towards finding insights through microscopic investigations of marine-

relevant chromophoric dissolved organic matter in aqueous salt solutions. 
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IV. Conclusions 

In the present work, experimental spectroscopic measurements are combined with theoretical calculations 

to study the optical absorption spectra of m-CDOM in aqueous solution. The hydrated model provides a 

good agreement with the experiment, in particular: correct Franck-Condon region and correct excited 

states. Solvent effects are very important for reproducing the correct optical spectra of m-CDOM in the 

water environment.  

 

The analysis of the contribution of different atoms group to the formation of spectral bands allowed to 

identify the chromophores position in considered model system. Two chromophores were found: (i) the low-

energy A-band arises due to the diol- and the oxy- group combined with carbon chains; (ii) the higher-

energy C-band appears due to the two condensed rings. Also, theoretical results showed that there are π 

→ π* transitions for the most part of the spectrum for both a gas phase and hydrated molecules. The 

importance of the contribution of all speciated forms to the total absorption spectrum was demonstrated: 

the deprotonation of m-CDOM influences the computed spectrum and causes the localize of the weak B-

band, which arises from the combination of n→π* and π→π* transitions. Overall, we can conclude that the 

combination of the excited states quantum chemistry with molecular dynamics provides a very good 

interpretation of the experiment, and the results demonstrate the possibility of a microscopic understanding 

of the absorption spectra of complex organic molecules in water by calculations. 

 

Due to the complexity and wide varieties of possible molecular structures formed humic material, it is very 

likely that there are many different molecular structures and fragments contributing to the absorption 

spectrum. Results obtained in current work, is important because calculations for realistic models are now 

feasible, and the future will be to compare with more experiments, consider additional models informed by 

detailed analyses of the molecular components of m-CDOM, and ultimately try to identify the most 

promising one, which can provide some initial understanding of the optical properties of these complex 

light-absorbing substances. The theoretical approach developed in this paper can be applied to test other 

models of complex macromolecular structures found in environmentally complex systems. 

 

V. Materials and Methods 

 

Methods for m-CDOM collection. The m-CDOM used in this study was collected from a large scale 

mesocosm experiment, known as SeaSCAPE (Sea Spray Chemistry and Particle Evolution) 2019, in which 

a monitored microbial bloom was allowed to progress through its growth and death stages. Briefly, the 

experiment was performed in a large 15,000+ liter wave flume tank61 and additional details regarding this 

study will be discussed in a forthcoming publication. Nutrients were added to facilitate this bloom including 

f/2 algae growth medium (Proline, Aquatic Eco-Systems) and sodium metasilicate solutions. Water from 

the end of the bloom cycle was collected and gravity filtered through a series of 50, 10, 1, and 0.2 micron 
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pore-size filters. The extraction and purification process for obtaining m-DOM is described by Dittmar and 

co-workers.62 Briefly, the filtered seawater is acidified to, or close to, a pH value of 2.0 using 1M HCl (Sigma 

Aldrich). This solution is then pass through a solid phase extraction column (Bond Elut PPL, Agilent) at a 

rate of no more than 5 mL/ min or 2 drops per second. Once the extraction is finished, the column is 

subsequently washed with Milli-Q water multiple times and the m-CDOM is eluted with methanol. The dark 

yellow/orange m-CDOM solution is quickly dried down and stored at -21 C under nitrogen to prevent any 

methylation or changes in the m-CDOM chemistry. All glassware used during this process was combusted 

at 500 C to remove any trace organics.  

Methods for UV-Vis experiments. UV-Vis spectral information of m-CDOM was obtained using a 

Shimadzu UV-3600 UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer in the wavelength range from 200 to 600 nm. The m-

CDOM solution was prepared as 100 mg/L using Milli-Q water with and electric resistance of 18.2 MΩ. The 

pH of the solution was not adjusted, and the pH of the unadjusted solution was determined using an Oakton 

700 pH meter. 

Theoretical Methods. Due to the system size especially when solvent molecules are included, the 

calculation of excited states using traditional ab initio approaches are very challenging. One possible 

method that can accurately describe structural and optical effects in large systems with the reasonable 

computational cost is the density functional tight-binding (DFTB) method57 and excited states formalism 

TD-DFTB,57,58 which aims to achieve the accuracy of DFT methods and the efficiency of tight-binding-based 

methods. The performance of approximate quantum mechanical methods such as AM1, PM3 and DFTB in 

their description of conjugated Schiff base models were tested by Elstner and co-worker.63 The results 

obtained from DFTB calculations are very close to those obtained from full DFT: the structures, bond 

alternations and isomerization barriers can be properly described within DFTB. Its overall performance is 

better than semiempirical methods like MNDO, AM1, and PM3. The TD-DFTB method has been 

successfully applied to predict the optical properties and excited-state electron dynamics of large systems, 

such as Ag:DNA clusters,64 semiconductor nanoparticles,65 silver nanoparticles66 and others. 

In current work, all calculations were performed using the DFTB+ (18.2 version) package.67 The calculations 

were performed using the DFTB3-D3H5 formalism68,69 and the 3ob-3-1 parameter set.70–73 DFTB-D3H5 is 

a variant of DFTB3 with additional corrections for non-covalent interactions (dispersion and hydrogen 

bonds). For a DFTB3-D3H5 calculation, a specific parametrization of the dispersion correction (DftD3) has 

to be used: sr6 = 1.25; alpha6 = 29.61; s6 = 1.0; and s8 = 0.49.69 In addition, the hydrogen–hydrogen 

repulsion was also activated.74 The maximum angular momenta was set to: H = s; C = p; O = p; and N = p. 

The Hubbard derivatives (in atomic units) were specified for selected parameter set: H = -0.1857; C = -

0.1492; O = -0.1575; and N = -0.1535.  

 

Excited states of the molecule (C48O19N1H73) in a gas phase and with including water molecules 

(C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100) were calculated using TD-DFTB method58 as implemented in the DFTB+ package. 
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To include all possible speciated forms into the total optical spectrum the combinations of MD-DFTB with 

TD-DFTB were suggested (see a more detailed description of this approach below in the next section). All 

MD calculations were performed at constant energy. Initial velocities were sampled for the equilibrium 

structure of interest from a Boltzmann distribution at 298 K. A time-step was 0.4 fs. We simulated 100 

trajectories for C48O19N1H73 in gas phase and 100 trajectories for hydrated system C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 

(total time around 15 ps per trajectory). Each of these trajectories was used for calculation total optical 

absorption spectrum: we extracted structures every 250 fs of the simulation, and their vertical excitation 

energies and oscillator strengths were calculated with TD-DFTB. For each excitation energy, the vertical 

transitions were convoluted with a Lorentzian line shape with a width of 35 nm, and all the resulting 

Lorentzians were added to yield the excitation spectrum. This approach was previously used by Gerber 

group for simulation of β-hydroxyalkyl nitrates, pyruvic and benzoic acids.54,75–77  

 

For hydrated m-CDOM model (C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100), the pairs of occupied and virtual orbitals with 

oscillator strengths of the single-orbital transitions less than 10−3 were eliminated from the guess vector of 

the excited states. The threshold is often necessary for large systems, since the number of excited states 

that must be calculated to obtain a spectrum can be extremely high.66 The threshold does not significantly 

affect the quality of the theoretical spectrum, however, allowed significantly reduces computational costs 

(see Fig. S1).  

 

Additionally, contribution of ionized form of m-CDOM model into optical absorption spectrum was studied. 

Several ionized light absorbing molecules (C48O19N1H72
-)·(H2O)100 were simulated. Geometry optimization 

procedure performed with DFTB. Then obtained geometries were used to calculated vertical excitation 

energies to simulate the spectral region between 300-370 nm using TD-DFTB. 

 

Theoretical models for m-CDOM: 

 Gas phase structures of neutral C48O19N1H73. To get structures used for calculation of the optical 

absorption spectrum, the initial guess structure of C48O19N1H73 molecule was optimized using DFTB 

method. This obtained geometry was used to run a long trajectory of 250 ps (a time-step of 0.4 fs) 

at constant energy. Then, 10 the most energetically preferable conformers from the trajectory were 

selected. The geometry of each of these conformers was relaxed by DFTB and then used as an 

initial structure to run 10 short trajectories at constant energy, total time is around 15 ps and a time-

step is 0.4 fs. Therefore, 100 trajectories were simulated for C48O19N1H73 system in a gas phase. 

Structures obtained from these 100 trajectories were used to perform TD-DFTB calculations.  

 Hydrated model of C48O19N1H73. To choose the proper solvent model for the current system, two 

possible ways to incorporate solvent effects were considered: (a) combination of a small amount 

of explicit water molecules with the polarizable continuum model, and (b) a large amount of explicit 

water molecules only. The molecule of 4-benzoylbenzoic acid (4BBA) was chosen to provide a 
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chromophore model to test these two models (Fig. S7a,b). 4BBA is smaller than m-CDOM we 

study here but large enough to provide a suitable test case for these two approaches. Obtained 

results found that for organic acids with different functional groups in the structure, even the 

combination of a small number of explicit water molecules and implicit solvation was not sufficient 

and did not allow us to reach an agreement with the experiment. These systems require a 

significant amount of explicit water molecules to mimic the experimental optical spectrum (Fig. 

S8a,b). A more detailed description about these theoretical results can be found in the SI, Solvent 

Model Justification p.S8-9. 

Therefore, to generate possible hydrated structures of m-CDOM we considered a model of 

C48O19N1H73·coordinated by 100 explicit water molecules. Packmol78 program was used by 

randomly inserting 100 water molecules and the C48O19N1H73 (ten the most energetically preferable 

structures obtained in gas phase calculations) into a sphere of radius 9 Å. Geometries of these ten 

C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 structures were optimized by DFTB and used to run 10 short trajectories at 

constant energy per structure (total 100 trajectories), with total time up to 15 ps and a time-step is 

0.4 fs. Structures obtained from these 100 trajectories were used to perform TD-DFTB calculations. 

Results showed that hydrated structures are more compact with respect to a gas phase structures 

(Fig. 1b-d): long carbon chains (with carboxylic groups in the ends) interact with water molecules 

and became folded. Additionally, it seems the solvation of the molecule is not uniform. Indeed, it is 

possible that longer simulation of dynamics would have shown some different situations, but 

present results seem consistent with the fact that carbon chains involved poor solvation interaction 

and therefore the solvation is stronger for other side of the molecule. 

 Ionized form of m-CDOM model (C48O19N1H72
-)·(H2O)100. There are 3 carboxylic groups in the 

C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100 system, Fig. 1a. These group participate in two types of possible interactions: 

(i) interactions between two nearest -COOH groups (Fig. 1e); and (ii) interactions of -COOH groups 

with water molecules (usually 3 or 4 water molecules) (Fig. 1f). However, in all MD trajectories 

calculated for hydrated species, the proton migration process from -COOH groups and water 

molecules was not seen. This is probably due to the weak acidic nature of m-CDOM and 20 ps of 

calculation time per MD trajectory, which is probably not enough for ionization process occurs. To 

study the impact of the deprotonated form of m-CDOM to the total optical spectrum, several ionized 

structures (C48O19N1H72
-)·(H2O)100 were simulated (Fig. S2). To get geometries for these systems, 

one neutral structure of C48O19N1H73·(H2O)100  was selected from the MD trajectories, and the 

proton was removed from each carboxylic group, that allowed us to get three different ionized 

molecules (C48O19N1H72
-)·(H2O)100 (Fig. S2a-c). Then geometry optimization procedure was 

performed for all three (C48O19N1H72
-)·(H2O)100 structures. These equilibrium geometries were used 

for simulation of optical absorption spectrum of ionized species. 
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